Low rank approximation (LRA) of a matrix is a major subject of matrix and tensor computations and data mining and analysis. It is desired (and even imperative in applications to Big Data) to solve the problem at sub-linear cost, involving much fewer memory cells and arithmetic operations than an input matrix has entries, but this is impossible even for a small matrix family of our Appendix A. Nevertheless we prove that this is possible with a high probability (hereafter whp) for random matrices admitting LRA. Namely we recall the known randomized algorithms that solve the LRA problem whp for any matrix admitting LRA by relying on computation of the so called leverage scores. That computation has super-linear cost, but we simplify the solution and run it at sub-linear cost by trivializing the computation of leverage scores. Then we prove that whp the resulting algorithms output accurate LRA of a random input matrix admitting LRA.
1 Introduction: LRA at sub-linear cost: background and our progress and neural networks to term document data and DNA SNP data (see surveys [HMT11] , [M11] , and [KS16] ). Matrices representing Big Data (e.g., unfolding matrices of multidimensional tensors) are usually so immense that realistically one can only access and process a tiny fraction of their entries, but quite typically these matrices admit LRA, that is, are close to low rank matrices, 1 with which one can operate by using sub-linear arithmetic time and memory space, that is, much fewer flops and memory cells than the matrix has entries. Every LRA algorithm running at sub-linear cost fails on the worst case inputs and even on the small families of matrices of our Appendix A. For decades of worldwide computational practice, however, Cross-Approximation algorithms, running at sub-linear cost, routinely compute accurate LRA of matrices admitting LRA. 2 The papers [PLSZ16] , [PLSZ17] , [PLSZa] , [PLSZb] , and [PLa] provide some formal support for this empirical observations and extend it to some other (and in some cases more primitive) LRA algorithms running at sub-linear cost. 3 Now we present similar formal results on sub-linear cost computation of CUR LRA by means of subspace sampling directed by sampling probabilities, known as leverage scores.
The known algorithms of this class output nearly optimal LRA with a high probability (hereafter whp) and run at sub-linear cost except for the stage of computing leverage scores, performed at linear or super-linear cost. We trivialize that stage decreasing the overall computational cost to sub-linear level and then prove that whp the resulting algorithms still output reasonably close CUR LRA of a random input matrix that admits LRA. Moreover for all such matrices our algorithms can compute close CUR LRA at sub-linear cost whp if they are pre-processed with Gaussian multipliers. The cost of performing such pre-processing is not sub-linear, but empirically pre-processing at sublinear cost with quasi Gaussian and other sparse multipliers works as efficiently.
Our main result about accuracy of subspace sampling at sub-linear cost applies in a certain neighborhood of low rank matrices specified by a restriction on the perturbation of singular vectors, according to the well-known bounds by Davis-Kahan 1970 and Wedin 1972 (see Theorem 3.2, Remark 3.3, and Section 5).
We organize our paper as follows. We devote the next section to background for LRA. In Section 3 we recall subspace sampling algorithms of [DMM08] , directed by leverage scores. In Section 4 we prove our main result that its variation running at sub-linear cost is accurate whp for a random input. In Section 5, the contribution of the third author, we cover our tests of the perturbations of leverage scores caused by the perturbation of some real world inputs. In Appendix A we describe a small input families that are hard for any LRA algorithm that runs at sub-linear cost. In Appendix B we cover background on random matrices. In Appendix C we recall the auxiliary algorithms for random sampling and re-scaling from [DMM08] .
2 Background for LRA 2.1 Matrix norms, pseudo inverse, and SVD For simplicity we assume dealing with real matrices in R p×q throughout, but our study can be quite readily extended to complex matrices; in particular see [D88] , [E88] , [CD05] , [ES05] , and [TYUC17] for some relevant results about complex Gaussian matrices.
Hereafter M + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of M , || · || denotes the spectral norm, || · || F the Frobenius norm, and | · | is our unified notation for both of these norms.
Lemma 2.1. [The norm of the pseudo inverse of a matrix product.] Suppose that A ∈ R k×r , B ∈ R r×l and the matrices A and B have full rank r ≤ min{k, l}. Then |(AB) + | ≤ |A + | |B + |.
r-top SVD of a matrix M of rank at least r is the decomposition M r = U r Σ r V * r for the diagonal matrix Σ r = diag(σ j ) r j=1 of the r largest singular values of M and two unitary matrices U r and V r of the r associated top left and right singular vectors, respectively. 4 M r is said to be the r-truncation of M . For a rank-r matrix its r-top SVD is just its compact SVD.
2-factor LRA
A matrix M has ξ-rank at most r if it admits approximation within an error norm ξ by a matrix M ′ of rank at most r or equivalently if there exist three matrices A, B and E such that
The 0-rank is the rank; the ξ-rank of a matrix M for a small tolerance ξ is said to be its numerical rank, hereafter denoted nrank(M ). A matrix admits its close approximation by a matrix of rank at most r if and only if it has numerical rank at most r. 
Canonical CUR LRA and 3-factor LRA
For two sets I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} and J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} define the submatrices M I,: := (m i,j ) i∈I;j=1,...,n , M :,J := (m i,j ) i=1,...,m;j∈J , and M I,J := (m i,j ) i∈I;j∈J .
Given an m × n matrix M of rank r and its nonsingular r × r submatrix G = M I,J one can readily verify that M = M ′ for
We call the matrices G and U the generator and nucleus of CUR decomposition of M , respectively. CUR approximation M ′ of a matrix M of numerical rank r extends CUR decomposition, although the approximation M = M ′ + E for M ′ of (2.2) can be poor if CUR generator G is ill-conditioned. 5 We generalize CUR LRA by allowing to use k × l CUR generators for k and l satisfying
for Is denoting the s × s identity matrix.
5 The papers [GZT95] , [GTZ97] , [GZT97] , [GT01] , [GT11] , [GOSTZ10] , [OZ16] , and [OZ18] define CGR approximations having nuclei G; "G" can stand, say, for "germ". We use the acronym CUR, more customary in the West. "U" can stand, say, for "unification factor", and we notice the alternatives of CNR, CCR, or CSR with N , C, and S standing for "nucleus", "core", and "seed".
and to choose any l × k nucleus U for which the error matrix E = CU R − M has smaller norm.
Given two matrices C and R, the minimal error norm of CUR LRA
is reached for the nucleus U = C + M R + (see [MD09, equation (6) ]), whose computation has superlinear cost.
Hereafter we study canonical CUR LRA (cf. [DMM08] , [CLO16] , [OZ18] ) with a nucleus of CUR LRA given by the r-truncation of a CUR generator:
In this case the computation of a nucleus involves kl memory cells and O(kl min{k, l}) flops.
Unlike 2-factor LRA of (2.1), CUR LRA is a 3-factor LRA, which can generally be represented as follows:
and one typically seeks LRA with k ≪ m and/or l ≪ n. The pairs of maps AT → A and B → B as well as A → A and T B → B turn a 3-factor LRA AT B of (2.4) into a 2-factor LRA AB of (2.1).
The r-top SVD and a CUR LRA of M are two important classes of 3-factor LRA.
3 Computation of LRA with Subspace Sampling Directed by Leverage Scores: the State of the Art
In this section we recall statistical approach to the computation of CUR generators by means of subspace sampling directed by leverage scores. The CUR LRA algorithms of [DMM08] , implementing this approach, outputs CUR LRA of a matrix M such that whp
for σ F,r+1 of Theorem 2.1 and any fixed positive ǫ. The algorithm runs at at sub-linear cost even for the worst case input, except for the stage of computing leverage scores. Let us supply some details. Let M r = U (r) Σ (r) V (r) * be r-top SVD where U (r) ∈ C m×r , Σ (r) ∈ C r×r , and V (r) * = (t (r) j ) n j=1 ∈ C r×n . Fix scalars p 1 , . . . , p n , and β such that
. . , n, and
Call the scalars p 1 , . . . , p n the SVD-based leverage scores for the matrix M (cf. (C.1)). They stay invariant if we pre-multiply the matrix V (r) * by a unitary matrix. Furthermore
For any m×n matrix M , [HMT11, Algorithm 5.1] computes the matrix V (r) and leverage scores p 1 , . . . , p n by using mn memory cells and O(mnr) flops. 6 6 Here and hereafter "flop" stands for "floating point arithmetic operation".
Given an integer parameter l, 1 ≤ l ≤ n, and leverage scores p 1 , . . . , p n , Algorithms C.1 and C.2, reproduced from [DMM08] , compute auxiliary sampling and rescaling matrices, S = S M,l and D = D M,l , respectively. (In particular Algorithms C.1 and C.2 sample and rescale either exactly l columns of an input matrix M or at most its l columns in expectation -the ith column with probability p i or min{1, lp i }, respectively.) Then [DMM08, Algorithms 1 and 2] compute a CUR LRA of a matrix M as follows.
Algorithm 3.1. [CUR LRA by using SVD-based leverage scores.]
Input: A matrix M ∈ C m×n and a target rank r.
Initialization: Choose two integers k ≥ r and l ≥ r and real β andβ in the range (0, 1].
Computations: 1. Compute the leverage scores p 1 , . . . , p n of (3.2).
2. Compute sampling and rescaling matrices S and D by applying Algorithm C.1 or C.2.
Compute and output a CUR factor C := W S.
3. Compute leverage scoresp 1 , . . . ,p m satisfying relationships (3.2) under the following replacements:
4. By applying Algorithm C.1 or C.2 to these leverage scores compute k × l sampling matrix S and k × k rescaling matrixD.
5. Compute and output a CUR factor R :=S T M .
Compute and output a CUR factor
Complexity estimates: Overall Algorithm 3.1 involves kn+ml+kl memory cells and O((m+ k)l 2 + kn) flops in addition to mn cells and O(mnr) flops used for computing SVD-based leverage scores at stage 1. Except for that stage the algorithm runs at sub-linear cost if k + l 2 ≪ min{m, n}.
Bound (3.1) is expected to hold for the output of the algorithm if we bound the integers k and l by combining [DMM08, Theorems 4 and 5] as follows.
, andc is a sufficiently large constant, (ii) four integers k, k − , l, and l − satisfy the bounds
(iii) we apply Algorithm 3.1 invoking at stages 2 and 4 either Algorithm C.1 under (3.4) or Algorithm C.2 under (3.5).
Then bound (3.1) holds with a probability at least 0.7.
Remark 3.1. The bounds k − ≤ m and l − ≤ n imply that either ǫ 6 ≥ 3200 3 r 4 /(mβ 2β ) and ǫ 2 ≥ 3200r/(nβ) if Algorithm C.1 is applied or ǫ 4 ≥c 2 r log(r) log(cr log(r)/(ǫ 2 β))/(mβ 2β ) and ǫ 2 ≥cr log(r)/(nβ) if Algorithm C.2 is applied for a sufficiently large constantc.
Remark 3.2. The estimates k − and l − of (3.4) and (3.5) are minimized for β =β = 1 and a fixed ǫ. By decreasing the values of β andβ we increase these two estimates by factors of 1/β and 1/(β 2β ), respectively, and for any values of the leverage scores p i in the ranges (3.4) and (3.5) we can ensure randomized error bound (3.1).
The following result implies that the r-top SVD and hence the leverage scores are stable in perturbation of a matrix M within 0.2(σ r (M ) − σ r+1 (M )). 7 
, which implies that g ≈ σ r (M ), then the upper bound on the right-hand side is approximately 4||E|| F /σ r (M ).
Leverage scores are expressed through the singular vectors, and in Section 5 we display the results of our tests that show the impact of input perturbations on the leverage scores.
Remark 3.3. By choosing parameter β < 1 in (3.2) we can expand the range of perturbations of low rank input, which can be covered by our study of LRA directed by the leverage scores. 
LRA with leverage scores for random inputs
The computation of leverage scores is the bottleneck stage of the algorithms of [DMM08] , but in this section we bypass that stage simply by assigning the uniform leverage scores and then prove that the resulting algorithms still compute accurate CUR LRA of a perturbed factor-Gaussian matrix whp.
Theorem 3.2 reduces our task to the case of factor-Gaussian matrix M . The following theorem further reduces it to the case of a Gaussian matrix.
Theorem 4.1. Let M = GH for G ∈ C m×r and H ∈ C r×n and let r = rank(G) = rank(H). Then the matrices M T and M share their SVD-based leverage scores with the matrices G T and H, respectively,
G , S H , and Σ H are r × r matrices. Consequently so are the matrices W , S W , Σ W , and T * W .
Consequently the columns of the unitary matricesS G andT * T H span the r top right singular spaces of the matrices M T and M , respectively, and so do the columns of the matrices S G and T * T H as well becauseS G = S G S W andT * H = T * W T * H where S W and T * W are r × r unitary matrices. This proves the theorem.
If M = GH (resp. M T = H T G T ) is a right or diagonally scaled factor-Gaussian matrix, then with probability 1 the matrices M and H (resp. M T and G T ) share their leverage scores by virtue of Theorem 4.1. If we only know that the matrix M either a left or a right factor-Gaussian matrix, apply Algorithm 3.1 to both matrices M and M T and in at least one case reduce the computation of the leverage scores to the case of Gaussian matrix. Now let r ≪ n and outline our further steps of the estimation of the leverage scores.
Outline 4.1. Recall from [E89, Theorem 7.3] or [RV09] that κ(G) → 1 as r/n → 0 for G ∈ G r×n . It follows that for r ≪ n the matrix G is close to a scaled unitary matrix whp, and hence within a factor 1 √ n it is close to the unitary matrix T * G of its right singular space whp. Therefore the leverage scores p j of a Gaussian matrix G = (g j ) n j=1 are close to the values 1 rn ||g j || 2 , j = 1, . . . , n. They, however, are invariant in j and close to 1/n for all j whp. This choice trivializes the approximation of the leverage scores of a Gaussian matrix and hence of a factor-Gaussian matrix. Since this bottleneck stage of Algorithm 3.1 has been made trivial, the entire algorithm now runs at sub-linear cost while it still outputs accurate CUR LRA whp in the case of a factor-Gaussian input. Theorem 3.2 implies extension to a perturbed factor-Gaussian input.
Next we elaborate upon this outline.
Gu, and r ≤ n. Fixǭ > 0. Then
Proof. See [AV06, Lemma 2].
Lemma 4.2. Fix the spectral or Frobenius norm | · | and let
is a unitary matrix and
Proof. S M T * M is a unitary matrix because both matrices S M and T * M are unitary and at least one of them is a square matrix.
Next
Complement these equations for the norms with the inequality
which holds because Σ M is a diagonal matrix having only nonnegative entries.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that 0 < ǫ < 1 and that n and r < n are two integers such that n = O(r 4 ǫ −2 log(n)) is sufficiently large. Furthermore let G = (g j ) n j=1 ∈ G r×n . Then whp
Proof. Let e j denote the jth column of the identity matrix I r . Apply Lemma 4.1 for u equal to the vectors e j and e i − e j and to v = 1 √ n g j and for i, j = 1, . . . , r where i = j, substitute ||e j || = 1 and ||e i −e j || 2 = 2 for all j and all i = j, and deduce that with probability no less than 1−2n 2 e −(ǭ 2 −ǭ 3 ) n 4 1 −ǭ < ||g j || 2 /n < 1 +ǭ and 2 −ǭ < ||g i − g j || 2 /n < 2 +ǭ (4.1) for all j and for all i = j. Now, write ǫ = 2 3r 2ǭ , and let n = O(r 4 ǫ −2 log(n)) such that (4.1) holds. Since the (i, j)th entry of the matrix GG * is given by g * i g j , deduce that
Combine Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 for M = 1 √ n G and obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 let
Remark 4.1. Under the assumptions of the corollary Σ → I r as ǫ → 0, and then the norm ||(Σ + I r ) −1 || F and consequently the ratio
Theorem 4.2. Given two integers n and r and a positive ǫ satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, a Gaussian matrix G = (g j ) n j=1 ∈ G r×n , and SVD 1 √ n G = SΣT * , write T * = (t j ) n j=1 and β = 1 and define the SVD-based leverage scores of the matrix 1 √ n G, that is, p j = ||t j || 2 /r for j = 1, . . . , n (cf. (3.2) and (3.3)). Then whp
Proof. Notice that ||St j || = ||t j || for all j since S is a square unitary matrix; deduce from Corollary 4.1 that whp 1 n ||g j || 2 − ||St j || 2 < ǫ for i = 1, ..., n.
Remark 4.2. The estimate of the theorem is readily extended to the case where the leverage scores are defined by (3.2) rather than (3.3).
Now observe that the squared norms ||g j || 2 are iid chi-square random variables χ 2 (r) and therefore are quite strongly concentrated in a reasonable range about the expected value of such a variable. Hence we obtain reasonably good approximations to SVD-based leverage scores for a Gaussian matrix G = (g j ) n j=1 ∈ G r×n by choosing p j = 1/n for all j, and then we satisfy bounds (3.2) and consequently (3.1) by choosing a reasonably small positive value β.
Let us supply some further details. Corollary 4.2. Given two integers n and r and a positive ǫ satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, a Gaussian matrix G = (g j ) n j=1 ∈ G r×n , and denote its SVD-based leverage scores as p j for j = 1, ..., n. Fix 0 < β < r(nǫ + r) −1 such that 1 β − nǫ+r r = Θ(ln n), then whp 1 n > βp j for j = 1, ..., n.
Proof. Deduce from Lemma 4.4 that
for f (β) being the positive solution of 2 √ rx + 2rx = 1 β − nǫ+r r r and any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Furthermore the random variables ||g j || 2 are independent, and therefore
It can be readily verified that f (β) is dominated by We have completed our formal support for Outline 4.1 and arrived at the following result where one can specify the output errors by using Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.2.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the algorithms of [DMM08] have been applied to the computation of CUR LRA of a perturbed factor-Gaussian matrix by using the uniform leverage scores. Then this computation is performed at sub-linear cost and whp outputs reasonably close CUR LRA. Table 5 .1 shows the means and standard deviations of the norms of the relative errors of approximation of the input matrix M and of its LRA AB and similar data for the maximum difference between the SVD-based leverage scores of the pairs of these matrices. We computed a close approximation to the leverage scores of input matrices M at sub-linear cost by using their LRA AB. The table also displays numerical ranks of the input matrices M defined up to tolerance 10 −6 . Our statistics were gathered from 100 runs for each input matrix.
Testing perturbation of leverage scores
Input matrices The dense matrices with smaller ratios of "numerical rank/n" from the builtin test problems in Regularization Tools, which came from discretization (based on Galerkin or quadrature methods) of the Fredholm Integral Equations of the first kind, 8 namely to the following six input classes from the Database: Our goal was to compare the approximate leverage scores with their true values. The columns "mean(Leverage Score Error)" and "std(Leverage Score Error)" of the table show that these approximations are in good accordance with increasing r.
In addition, the last three lines of Table 5 .1 show similar results for perturbed two-sided factorGaussian matrices GH of rank r approximating an input matrix M up to perturbations. Any LRA algorithm that runs at sub-linear cost fails on the following small families of LRA inputs.
LRA Rel
Example A.1. Define the following family of m × n matrices of rank 1 (we call them δ-matrices): {∆ i,j , i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, . . . , n}. Also include the m × n null matrix O m,n into this family. Now fix an LRA algorithm that runs at sub-linear cost; it does not access the (i, j)th entry of its input matrices for some pair of i and j. Therefore it outputs the same approximation of the matrices ∆ i,j and O m,n , with an undetected error at least 1/2. Apply the same argument to the set of mn + 1 small-norm perturbations of the matrices of the above family and to the mn + 1 sums of the latter matrices with any fixed m × n matrix of low rank. Finally, the same argument shows that a posteriori output errors of an LRA algorithm applied to the same input families cannot be estimated at sub-linear cost.
B Background on random matrix computations B.1 Gaussian and factor-Gaussian matrices of low rank and low numerical rank G p×q denotes the linear space of p × q matrices filled with iid Gaussian (normal) random variables, which we call Gaussian for short. denote the classes of matrices G m,ρ B, AG ρ,n , and G m,ρ ΣG ρ,n , respectively, which we call left, right, and two-sided factor-Gaussian matrices of rank ρ, respectively, provided that G p,q denotes a p × q Gaussian matrix, A ∈ R m×ρ , B ∈ R ρ×n , Σ ∈ R ρ×ρ , and A, B, and Σ are well-conditioned matrices of full rank ρ, and Σ = (σ j )
of two-sided m × n factor-Gaussian matrices G m,ρ ΣG ρ,n does not change in the transition to G m,r CG r,n for a well-conditioned nonsingular ρ × ρ matrix C.
Proof. Let C = U C Σ C V * C be SVD. Then A = G m,r U C ∈ G m×r and B = V * C G r,n ∈ G r×n by virtue of orthogonality invariance of Gaussian matrices, and so G m,r CG r,n = AΣ C B for A ∈ G m×r and B ∈ G r×n . Definition B.2. The relative norm of a perturbation of a Gaussian matrix is the ratio of the perturbation norm and the expected value of the norm of the matrix (estimated in Theorem B.4).
We refer to all three matrix classes above as factor-Gaussian matrices of rank r, to their perturbations within a relative norm bound ǫ as factor-Gaussian matrices of ǫ-rank r, and to their perturbations within a small relative norm as factor-Gaussian matrices of numerical rank r, to which we also refer as perturbations of factor-Gaussian matrices.
Clearly ||(AΣ) + || ≤ ||Σ −1 || ||A + || and ||(ΣB) + || ≤ ||Σ −1 || ||B + || for a two-sided factor-Gaussian matrix M = AΣB of rank r of Definition B.1, and so whp such a matrix is both left and right factor-Gaussian of rank r.
We readily verify the following result.
Theorem B.3. (i) A submatrix of a two-sided (resp. scaled) factor-Gaussian matrix of rank ρ is a two-sided (resp. scaled) factor-Gaussian matrix of rank ρ, (ii) a k × n (resp. m × l) submatrix of an m × n left (resp. right) factor-Gaussian matrix of rank ρ is a left (resp. right) factor-Gaussian matrix of rank ρ.
B.2 Norms of a Gaussian matrix and its pseudo inverse
Hereafter Γ(x) = ∞ 0 exp(−t)t x−1 dt denotes the Gamma function, E(v) denotes the expected value of a random variable v, and we write 
(ii) ν F,m,n is the χ-function, with the expected value E(ν F,m,n ) = mn and the probability density for n ≥ 2 and all positive x, and furthermore ||M n,n + G n,n || + ≤ ν n,n for any n × n matrix M n,n and an n × n Gaussian matrix G n,n . Theorem B.5 implies reasonable probabilistic upper bounds on the norm ν + m,n even where the integer |m − n| is close to 0; whp the upper bounds of Theorem B.5 on the norm ν + m,n decrease very fast as the difference |m − n| grows from 1.
C Computation of Sampling and Re-scaling Matrices
We begin with the following simple computations. Given an n vectors v 1 , . . . , v n of dimension l, write V = (v i ) n i=1 and compute n leverage scores Notice that p i ≥ 0 for all i and n i=1 p i = 1. Next assume that some leverage scores p 1 , . . . , p n are given to us and next recall [DMM08, Algorithms 4 and 5]. For a fixed positive integer l they sample either exactly l columns of an input matrix W (the ith column with probability p i ) or at most l its columns in expectation (the ith column with probability min{1, lp i }), respectively. Input: Two integers l and n such that 1 ≤ l ≤ n and n nonnegative scalars p 1 , . . . , p n such that Output: n × l sampling matrix S = (s i , t) n,l i,t=1 and l × l re-scaling matrix D = diag(d t,t ) l t=1 .
The algorithm performs l searches in the set {1, . . . , n}, l multiplications, l divisions, and the computation of l square roots. 
